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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The University of New Orleans Signs Agreement
with New Orleans Center for Creative Arts
NOCCA Students Can Earn up to 30 Hours of UNO Credit
(February 28, 2020, New Orleans, La.)- The University of New Orleans and the New Orleans
Center for Creative Arts (NOCCA) have signed an agreement that will allow NOCCA students
to earn up to 30 credit hours applicable to their degree program at UNO. The agreement applies
to first-time freshmen and transfer students from NOCCA whose initial admission to UNO is for
the fall 2020 semester or after.
Administrators from both institutions took part in a signing ceremony earlier this month
on UNO’s campus.
“We are so excited to partner with NOCCA, which is one of the true gems in the realm of
arts education and located in our own city,” said UNO President John Nicklow. “This program
will accelerate a NOCCA student’s path to a UNO degree with the ability to earn a full 30 course
credits. It will also foster greater collaboration between NOCCA and UNO’s School of the Arts,
which brings together five arts disciplines: arts administration, film, music, theatre and visual
arts.”
NOCCA students may be eligible to receive course credits in areas such as classical
voice, classical instrumental, jazz, visual arts, theatre, musical theatre, theatre design and film, as
well as English, history and biology.
“NOCCA is thrilled to partner with UNO on this articulation agreement,” said NOCCA
President and CEO Kyle Wedberg. “Initiatives like this show understanding and true support
from UNO for students and families as they work to make the path to college degree attainment
more affordable. This agreement and the positive direction of UNO are a testament to the

leadership of Dr. John Nicklow and his team. It is a privilege to partner with them. I look
forward to seeing what the next generation of NOCCA/UNO alumni will accomplish.”
Under the agreement, the two institutions will develop a course matrix, defining which
NOCCA courses are equivalent to UNO courses so that credit may be easily transferred. Other
goals of the agreement include: identifying personnel at each institution who will coordinate and
serve as advisers for NOCCA students entering UNO, improving the student transfer and
advising process, and enhancing collaboration among the faculty and administrators of both
institutions.
Students must receive a grade of A, B or S (satisfactory) for NOCCA coursework and
have a Certificate of Artistry or Certificate of Performance or Achievement in their focus area in
order to receive credit from UNO.
-30PHOTO CUTLINE: NOCCA President and CEO Kyle Wedberg (left) and UNO President
John Nicklow sign a new articulation agreement at a ceremony held on UNO’s campus in
February.
The University of New Orleans (UNO) is a major research university in one of the world’s
most fascinating cities. For more than 60 years, it has been one of the city’s foremost public
resources, offering a diverse set of world-class, research-based programs, advancing shared
knowledge and adding to the city’s industry, culture and economy. Since 1958, UNO has
educated students from all 64 Louisiana parishes, all 50 states in the United States and more than
140 countries. Today UNO offers more than 40 undergraduate and pre-professional programs
and more than 40 graduate programs.

